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Abstract 
Education is basically for knowledge acquisition and skill development for individual and 
societal growth and development. Good quality is at the heart of education, preparing learners 
for life, not just for testing and certification. But paper qualification has become the order of 
the day in Nigeria. The oral and written communication of Nigeria students is an eye-sore. 
Language is the storehouse of possibilities. Without the instrumentality of language, there can 
hardly be success in any human endeavour. English is the approved language of education in 
Nigeria. It is the inevitable passport for educational advancement. Proficiency in English is the 
barometer to measure the quality and quantity of education someone possesses. In fact, one’s 
triumph in the learning of English is the triumph of education as school subjects are written, 
taught and examined in English. So, a total failure in English is invariably a total failure in 
education. The standard of education has fallen abysmally in Nigeria and would continue to 
fall if something is not done about it. This fall is attributable to students’ poor performance in 
English evident in their inability to speak or write simple but correct English as they have not 
internalized the language to the point of automaticity. Accuracy in speech and writing makes 
effective teaching/learning and understanding a reality. A good knowledge of English opens 
the door to educational advancement and prestigious employment. The dwindling standard of 
education is a contemporary problem in Nigeria and this article is set to discuss the role of 
English in ameliorating the educational standard of Nigeria. 
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Education is the bedrock of development in every society. It is coterminous with development 
and progress and the lifeblood of every nation. Education makes one a global citizen. A more 
educated society is a more developed and more advanced nation, and a less educated nation is a less 
developed nation (Odeh and Atonuje, 2016:101). No nation can rise above the quality of its citizens’ 
educational level as the  type of education given to the people of a nation determines the level of 
development and progress in the nation. Quality education is the roadmap to development and 
progress, while a half baked education is a time-bomb in any nation. 

Being educated is synonymous with reading, writing and speaking good English (Odeh, 
2016:49). Education is the most important thing in life, after life itself. It is the key to living a 
successful and happy life. Education is the highest of the soul of an individual and nation (Odeh, 
2016. To be educated is to be versed in English. Illiteracy is one of the most crucial factors in 
Nigeria’s underdevelopment. But it is ironical that those who have acquired a formal education are no 
better than those who do not acquire a formal education.  

The standard of education has fallen drastically at all levels of the Nigerian educational 
system and in all walks of life. But “a good knowledge of English opens the door to education, skilled 
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jobs, positions in commercial establishments and the civil service; it is in fact, often a guarantee of 
social status” (Eyisi, 2015:43). English language is the mother of all subjects and mastering it implies 
mastering every other school subject as they are all written, taught and examined in English. This 
makes Eyisi (2015:263) to say: “Your triumph in the learning of English is the triumph of education”. 
Quoting the Guardian, Eyisi (2015:391) states: “Since all other subjects are taught and examined in 
the English language, students with a limited understanding of English cannot possibly perform as 
well as they ought to in any examination. In later life, they may also find themselves crucially 
handicapped in official situations”.  

The English language is as important as the air we breathe. It is the springboard to academic 
success and career opportunities (Odeh, 2016). In spite of its importance to the nation, the Nigerian 
University  Commission (NUC) and the National Commission for Colleges of Education (NCCE) 
have made it compulsory for the first year degree and NCE students to write their examinations in 
objectives instead of writing essay questions to enable them express themselves in English so that 
their levels of English may be improved. Objective examinations in the tertiary institutions is another 
contemporary challenge in education in Nigeria. This paper is set to identify some causes of the 
falling standard of education in Nigeria and how the English language can be of help to resuscitate the 
education system to the benefit of all and sundry. 
 
The Concept of Contemporary 

The word “contemporary” simply means “the present time”, modern-day or current”. This 
implies that the falling standard of formal education in Nigeria is extant. Education is the fulcrum of 
Nigeria’s development. It is the foundation upon which all other sectors are built. But unfortunately, it 
has experienced earthquake and free and quality education has become a mirage. Based on the World 
Bank’s study with a report in the Guardian news of February 19th 2001, the falling standard of 
education has been witnessed about fifteen years. One may say that the gradual fall of the standard of 
education has taken place from 25 to 30 years old in this country.            
 
The Concept of Fall 

A “fall” is a “reduction”, “drop”, “decrease”, “lowering” etc.  Gone are the days of quality of 
education. The standard of education in this country falls down year by year. Duze links the falling 
standard of education to the lost glories of traditional education which inculcates among other things 
the very important values of hardwork, diligence, integrity and high productivity. The educational fall 
is experienced in all levels of our educational system. According to Duze, a “mal-nourished” primary 
level would breed a “kwashiokored” secondary that culminates into a “mansramused” tertiary level”.   
But the most terrible hit is at the tertiary level. The World Bank report states”. 
Nigerian University graduates are poorly trained and unproductive on the job…graduate skills have 
steadily deteriorated over the past decade. Nigerian graduates of the past fifteen years are therefore 
unfit for the labour market, and some times the larger society. Shortcomings were particularly 
observed in oral and written communication and applied technical skills (quoted in Odeh and 
Atonuje, 2016:102). 
The goals of the tertiary education as entrenched in the National Policy on Education (2014:28) are to: 
contribute to national development through high level relevant manpower training, develop the 
intellectual capability of individuals to understand and appreciate their local and external 
environments, acquire both physical and intellectual skills which will enable individuals to be self-
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reliant and useful members of the society, promote and encourage scholarship and community service 
etc. But the achievement of all these laudable goals is almost vitiated or defeated as the mind to study 
to show oneself approved has almost been jettisoned. Hence, the production of half-baked and 
unemployable graduates in our society. An educated person is one who has learnt how to learn. But 
most of the Nigerian degree holders cannot learn independently, showing a fall in our school system.   

According to Olajide and Egbeola-Adeniyi (2014:246), “experts have suggested that good 
academic performance is linked with language proficiency which is in turn linked to the way students 
feel about their learning colleagues, teachers and learning environment”. “Education engages the brain 
and heart, lacing them with emotional network as they ensure learning and understanding. English 
plays a paramount role in education as learner’s understanding flows from effective language use in 
the classroom” (Olajide and Egbeola-Adeniyi, 245). Literacy is associated with the acquisition of the 
English language and it is the hope of obtaining a solid academic grounding (Ufot, 2009:7). Good 
English marks quality and high standard education. Quoting Benson Oluikpe, Eyisi (2015:488) states: 
It is believed by many that the standard of education in Nigeria has fallen. Parents chant it; our 
governments worry about it, and teachers concede it. But, just ask a concerned parent how he knows 
that the standard of education has fallen, he would invariably reply: “My child can neither speak nor 
write simple correct English”.  

The general fall of education in Nigeria is quite alarming. Our education system only 
produces half-baked and unemployable graduates that constitute a nuisance to the society. Many 
WAEC, NECO, GCE etc candidates have nine credits (with B’s and A’s). But many cannot even 
express themselves in good English for five minutes. The most disappointing fact is that some of them 
can neither read nor write. Quoting Omadiagbe S. A., Eyisi (2015:274) states: “it is a ringing alarm 
that the products which our education system churns out yearly have not mastered the rudiments of 
the English language; some can hardly make a correct sentence in the language, yet schools honour 
their mediocrity with flashing certificates”. 
 
The Concept of Standard   

A “standard” is a level of quality or attainment that is normal, usual, and acceptable and used 
as a criterion or measure for comparative evaluations. The quality of education is dwindling speedily 
at all levels of the Nigerian educational system and in all walks of life. In fact, our schools and 
colleges only produce wishy-washy or “textbook” graduates – graduates who do not have anything 
upstairs but only consult textbooks for every little explanation in their courses of study. Graduates of 
nowadays cannot be compared with graduates of the 1980’s. First school leavers and secondary 
school leavers of old are by far better than the ones of nowadays. Our tertiary institutions will produce 
engineers that will build collapsing buildings and bridges, medical doctors that may cause loss of lives 
instead of saving lives e.t.c. What an ugly scenario!  
 One noticeable cause of the falling standard of education in Nigeria is students’ lackadaisical 
attitudes towards reading. The reading culture is fast fading away in Nigeria. Reading is the hallmark 
of education. It is “a means by which we develop our knowledge, broaden our scope of experience 
and as well extend our enjoyment” (Deji-Afuye and Ayeni,254). But students achievements and 
interests in both reading and writing have drastically reduced due to the advent of the Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT). Students waste a lot of time facebooking, whatsapping 2going, 
playing games, watching films, twitter, video e.t.c. According to Deji-Afuye and Ayeni, “students 
rarely read for pleasure and enjoyment. They read only to pass examination. In addition, students… 
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prefer internet use while studying… Internet use decreases recreational reading and reading ability of 
students and also takes up the highest portion of students time” (255). Most students read unless there 
is an assignment, test or examination. This dwindles the standard of education in this country. 
 Education in Nigeria is now more or less a paper education - education that capitalizes on 
paper qualification.  One is a WAEC, Diploma, NCE or degree holder because one has the certificate 
to show for it without the requisite knowledge expected of such a certificate holder. Education is not 
just to crave for certificate but to crave  for knowledge as lack of knowledge brings retardation, 
stagnation or underdevelopment. Education is of the mind. The greatest education in all human life is 
the development, activation and emancipation of one’s mind. Education is a mental activity which is 
developed in the mind by the soul that is hungry for knowledge (Jossy Jonacs, 2007).  

There is a difference between schooling and education. Many people have schooled – they 
have passed through the four walls of a school without being educated. They go to school to acquire 
certificates for job, promotion, political appointment and recognition without being able to defend 
their certificates. This leads to the collapse of the Nigerian school system and breeds illiteracy in the 
land. Quoting Onukaogu (2005:2), Nwodo (2011:102) states: 
One sad effect of the near total collapse of the Nigerian school system was the resurgence of illiteracy 
in the land. Many Nigerian pupils and students dropped out of school without being able to read and 
write fluently in English and their Nigerian mother tongues. Those who remained in school developed 
apathy to reading and writing. They were primarily concerned with reading to pass prescribed 
school-based or certificate examinations. Reading for enlightenment, information enrichment and 
problem solving was not undertaken.          
Life is more than the campus experience. According to Jonacs, “the real essence of going to school is 
to get education, and the simplest definition of education is the ability to develop oneself from 
writing. Education is a function of the mind – the formation of ideas from within. Education is giving 
of oneself, a common value” (2007: xii).  So, any education that does not give the requisite 
knowledge and make the educatee employable is no education. 

Education is the ability to think and think through what the books are saying; think through 
what the lecturers are saying; and think through what the authors are saying. It is an organized thought 
developed in the subconscious and built on consciousness (Jonacs, xiv). Education is aimed at 
developing the personality of the individual and his relevance to himself and to others. Qualitative 
knowledge is the raw material with which we build our lives and the society. It is what you put inside 
that the real school or education and not the uniform, matriculation or convocation gown or 
certificate. The wealth of the world is in books (Jonacs, xvi, xxv). 
 
English Language 

The English Language is both a language for communication and a discipline of study. It is an 
intra-national and International language. It is a native language in the UK, USA, Australia, Canada, 
New Zealand and parts of South Africa. English is also the second language in all the former British 
and American colonies: India, Jamaica, Nigeria, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Ghana, Liberia, Gambia,  
Sierra Leone, etc. It is also a foreign language used exclusively for international communication. 
English is a global language and the window to the world. It is an Indo-European language, precisely 
West Germanic. It is the most prestigious; most widely spread and most widely used language of the 
world. It is second to none. 
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English is the language of global citizenship, language of civilization, language of social life, 
the internet, science and technology, education, international communication, Miss Universe, CNN, 
commerce, law, religion, mass media etc. As Adedun (2010:xv) opines, “a good knowledge of 
English is a sine qua non for success in business and professional communication”. It makes one 
versatile and enables one to fit into any social event, being the language of public life. So, English is 
not just a subject of study but an integral part of our everyday life. It is the mother of all subjects 
because every other subject is written, taught and examined in it. It is an integral part of everyday 
branch of knowledge. So, mastering it implies mastering every other subject. No wonder, Sir Winston 
Churchill says: “I would make all boys [and girls] learn English, the only thing I would whip them for 
is not knowing English” (qtd in Odeh, 2016:5). English is a world language and there is nothing one 
can do in this life in the absence of English. It is very indispensable to modern living.  

The English language is a vestige or legacy of the British colonial administration in Nigeria. It 
is a language of colonial imposition, but it has become the lingua franca, second and official language 
as well as language of education in this country. As the approved language of education in Nigeria, 
there can be no effective and successful teaching and learning without the English language in this 
country. It makes one educated and acts as a springboard or catalyst to every other field of study. But 
unfortunately, this all important subject is treated with levity, allowing it to be bastardised and the 
concomitant bastardisation of our school system. The English language “has enjoyed a pride of place 
in Nigerian society… Literacy in English and/ or oracy in it guarantees acceptance and success 
anywhere in the country” (Udofot, 2011:15). The English language is taught and learnt at school so 
that learners can master it and communicate effectively with native speakers and arbiters of the 
language. Quoting S. P. Corder, Fodeh Baldeh (1990:111) states:  
We do not teach language for its own sweet sake… We teach language so that our pupils can 
communicate and be communicated with, so that they may convey meaning and understand meaning, 
so that they may enter into satisfactory mutual relations with native speakers or writers of the 
language. 
English is our second language -  a language that you have never been happy in, never been angry in, 
never made love in, a language that is only for school, is no language in which to develop the 
enterprises of the mind” (Baldeh, 81). But one can learn it and be proficient in it. Unfortunately, “… 
much of the English heard in the country is substandard, characterized by poor spelling, misused 
idioms, limited vocabulary and love of flowery language” (Eyisi, 2015:453). Quoting Fodeh Baldeh, 
Eyisi categorically states: 
Not surprisingly Banjo (1976) asserts that the Nigerian undergraduate’s pronunciation of English is 
no better than that of the secondary school student. The typology of mistakes in pronunciation… 
(observed over a three-year period are made by people from all walks of life, including regrettably, 
our professors (2015:485). 
It is obvious that the standard of English has fallen at all levels of our school system and in all walks 
of life. The ivory towers that are supposed to be standard-setters are affected (Eyisi 2015:221). 
Students both at the secondary and tertiary levels of education cannot write good letters and essays, 
bad grammar manifested in concord and tense errors, tautology with such expressions like so 
therefore, can be able; misuse of homophones such as peel / pill, death/dearth/debt, saw/sour/sore, 
decent/descent, cheque/check, course/cause/curse, bail/bale, assent/ascent, Canon/cannon, 
desert/dessert, write/rite/right/wright, discuss/discourse, compliment/complement, there/their, 
thought/taught, foul/fowl, dear/deer, dairy/diary, so/sew, caught/cut/court etc;  bad spellings fraught 
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with GSM text message abbreviations, rampant use of the pidgin even in class. In fact, pidgin has 
become the language on campus. According to Kofi Yarkson, “errors reflect badly on the speaker’s 
personality, they tell us something about his educational background, they portray his inter-language 
as a “developing grammar” that borders on illiteracy” (qtd in Eyisi, 2015:349). 
 
The Concept of Education 

Education is “a social science that encompasses teaching and learning specific knowledge, 
beliefs and skills” (Singh 2010:50). It is all about the impartation and acquisition or reception of 
knowledge and skills to solve human problems and to effect a positive change in the learner. The 
educator/teacher imparts knowledge while the educatee/learner acquires or receives the knowledge. 
Education is a tool for empowerment and human capital development and a better tool for political 
participation and political appointment, international trade and a weapon for emancipation. Education 
is the most powerful weapon one can use to change the world. In fact, it is the handmaiden of 
individual and societal development. So, countries that are more educated are more developed than 
those that are less educated. Quoting Emenanjo (2006:32), Bamah and Amanze (2012:140) state: 
Studies in developmental economics reveal a near universal correlation between literacy, progress 
and development on the one hand, and illiteracy, backwardness and underdevelopment on the other. 
available statistics reveal that all countries that have 70% to 90% literacy are advanced while 
countries  that have 60% and below illiteracy are on the cline from undeveloped, 
underdeveloped and developing – all of which are euphemisms for varying shades of backwardness. 
 
Causes of the Fall of Education in Nigeria 

Although we have already identified poor performance in English and the ICT and other 
social media as the causes of the dwindling standard of education in Nigeria, some other factors 
account for the general fall of education standard in this country. They are: corruption, examination 
malpractices, cultism, inadequate facilities, idleness on the part of students, poverty, government 
policy, parents, poor teaching methods, the crave for paper qualification, poor infrastructure, quality 
of teachers, shortage of qualified teachers, poor remuneration of teachers, lack of commitment on the 
part of teachers, drug abuse, the crave for material wealth and the low priority given to education, 
(Abe, 2011:5-11, Okosun, 2015:17-29, Emudianghe, 2011:1-2, 60-62, Uwameiye, 2014) etc. 
 
Conclusion 

The standard of education has drastically fallen and so many factors account for the fall. 
Education is the bedrock of societal development. The fall of the standard of education bedevils the 
development and progress of Nigeria. The falling standard of education is, indeed, the fall in living 
condition of Nigerians. English is the language of education in Nigeria and the triumph in its learning 
is the triumph of education. Nigerian students at all levels of education are poor in English evident in 
their inability to express themselves effectively in the spoken and written forms of the language, 
inability to write simple error-free letters and essays and poor performances in internal and external 
examinations. To be educated is to be versed in English and one’s level of English is an eloquent 
testimony of one’s level of education and personality. 

Being educated is synonymous with reading, writing and speaking good English. Your level 
of English in your application letters speaks for you. It can make or mar you. It is an important factor 
in the prospective employer’s decision to consider you for the job applied for. Every student should 
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put every effort to revamp their levels of English. Poor education is a time-bomb. The greatest 
disservice one does to oneself is that a job is available for one but one is not qualified even when one 
has the diploma, NCE or degree certificate. Every Nigerian should pursue qualitative education with 
vigour. Qualitative education should be the business of Nigeria. 

Every Nigerian should study English language very assiduously as it facilitates the 
teaching/learning of other subjects. English language and literature should be taught by teachers who 
are competent in them and not just by any teacher. They should be only taught by teachers who study 
English and literature in the university and who are proficient in them. Lack of qualified teachers is 
one of the causes of the poor performance of students in  WAEC, NECO, NABTEB, GCE etc 
examinations and the general fall of the school system. The government at all levels should organize 
programmes for the training and re-training of teachers to revamp their academic potentials. The 
government should timely pay the salaries of teachers, make a periodic increase of teachers’ salaries, 
employ teachers, build conducive classrooms, staff quarters and equip the laboratories and libraries of 
our schools and colleges. 

Man is but the products of his thoughts. What he thinks, he becomes. It is not in the stars to 
hold our destiny but in ourselves. Students should shun frivolities like partying, cultism, 
indiscriminate use of ICT facilities etc, develop more time to their studies. Students should go to 
school for the sake of  knowledge and not for the sake of certificate and appointment. The government 
should scrap the computer-based test (CBT), objective examinations in the tertiary institutions, scrap 
all part-time, sandwich, week-end and distance learning programmes and give study leave with pay to 
all lecturers across the nation. The federal government should ensure that all studies be regular. 
Finally, teachers should be dedicated to their job. They should teach passionately, giving class work, 
homework and marking and correcting such academic work. Teachers should upgrade themselves 
from time to time as they are the beacon, model, example or standard –bearer in any school system. A 
knowledge of the English language in Nigeria is a social, professional, educational and economic 
asset to its citizens. English is the indispensable instrument of knowledge in Nigeria. According to 
Mabel Osakwe’s maxim, “Englilsh offers solutions to problems globally: investigates the how, why, 
where and whereas” (2012). Seek the discipline of English and be proficient in it and every other 
discipline shall be added unto you. 
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